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A Design-oriented Academic Project Of Exploring Music Experience Through Embodied Movements 
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This project delves into the realm of embodied music interaction, exploring 
innovative ways of engaging with music through physical interaction. The 
project created a 'touch-free' musical device that turns physical movements 
into sounds and music. The objective is to assess how various musical 
attributes influence participants' engagement and satisfaction during the 
interaction process, opening up a world of possibilities in terms of inclusive 
music-making.

8 participants of diverse musical backgrounds tested the 
"BodyGroove" project, interacting with eight sound tasks 
in a controlled classroom, The results indicated positive 
and spontaneous body-music coordination by testers, 
influenced b different musical properties.

An interactive installation that generates a sound environment in 
response to subtle body movement

The fusion of sound with bodily movements has led to the emergence of a 
paradigm in music cognitive science(Godøy and Leman, 2010) where music is 
not just heard but also felt and physically engaged with. Body-centred music 
interactions have received a lot of attention as advances in artificial 
intelligence (“Body Synth,” n.d.), and sensor technology (BareConductive) 
provide new avenues for user engagement. However, the relationship between 
user experience and these innovative modes remains under-explored.



This study delves into the design and user perception of a tangible digital 
musical instrument (DMI) prototype, highlighting the balance between 
spontaneity and structured sound generation. The study seeks to understand 
the impact of , , 
and the influence of  on participant interactions.
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The BodyGroove project, anchored in the 
principles of , 

integrates technology with musical expression in 
a sophisticated manner. It balances 

 with , and 
empirical feedback underscores its potential in 

embodied musical interactions.
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multi-track 
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 sensor stability
essential. Exploring its use in therapeutic 

and educational settings presents 
promising avenues.

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?fIbIZV
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?gzutIP
https://www.bareconductive.com/

